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MEETING NOTES 
 

 

1. Recap on questions from the 1st forum 

Please refer to slides 4-6 of the presentation. 

Main points: 
 

● EPP maximum of 10 connections. Rate limiting is yet to be determined. 
● EPP documentation will be available starting next month (September)*. 
● EPP extensions list is available as supported by the system. 

 
* Documentation will reflect the release at that point in time and will get updated 
to reflect future releases. 

2. Topics to consult on 

Please refer to slides 7-10 of the presentation for the details.  

We have discussed Authcodes and WHOIS DS records.  

3. Registrar portal demo 

Please refer to the following link for the demo recording. 

 

4. Questions asked during the session 

We asked a few questions during the session. Please feel free to get back to us via 
email at registry.replacement@internetnz.net.nz if you have any thoughts or 
additional information. 

 
● For valid UDAIs (i.e. less than 30 days old), should we migrate or not 

migrate as auth codes? 
 

● For security purposes, how long should an auth code be? 
 



5. Q&A Summary 

NOTE: Below is a list of the questions that you asked during the forum. Since then 
we’ve managed to get some of the answers for you: 

 

Q1: Are contact handles brought over during domain transfer? 
 
Contacts are brought over and a new handle/contact ID is generated and from 
there the registrar can update/change. 
 

Q2: Are linked hosts editable ? 
If so won't that affect all domains linked to that host? 
If you make a mistake editing IP, will that risk all associated domains? 
 
The way the new registry system manages Hosts is different compared to the 
way it is currently managed. A detailed one page is being produced and will be 
circulated to outline the differences and the approach going forward. 

 

Discussion topics for future meetings 

We have a number of subjects to cover in future sessions, in no particular order, 
these include: 

● Data quality and migration, 
● drop catching, 
● billing, 
● registrar process change impacts, 
● EPP interface. 

Are there any other subjects that you would like us to cover or do you have any 
feedback on the format of these sessions? Please let us know. 

Next meeting schedule 

The next scheduled meeting is Tuesday 17 August 8.30 am NZDT, we have sent out 
a notification to save the date and we will send the invite details shortly. 


